
Migration Sensation

Wyoming's Migrating Ungulates

Wyoming is home to the longest mule deer

migration ever recorded - around 150 miles

from the Red Desert to the Hoback Basin! Mule

deer aren’t the only migrators around - elk,

bighorn sheep, pronghorn, birds, fish, and

even insects make seasonal journeys of

varying distances. Animals migrate for many

reasons - food, weather, mating, and more! In

Wyoming, some of the most famous migrators

are ungulates, or hoofed animals such as

deer, pronghorn, and bighorn sheep. Along

their treks, animals often encounter humans in

the forms of highways, fences, and structures.

These can create challenges for animals and

humans alike. In this booth box, students will

investigate, model, and play to learn more

about ungulate migration and our role in

helping animals journey safely around our

state.

- Migration Barriers
activity and materials 

- Mule deer migration
obstacle course activity
and materials

- Deer ears activity and
materials

- Pronghorn Aerial
Transect activity and
materials

- Survival of the fastest
activity and materials

- Bighorn sheep disease
transmission tag activity
and materials

Background Information
IN THIS BOOTH
BOX:



The Bear Necessities

Digital
Resources

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=p6TjdfS9Wh4&list=PLJqWFxuSPC1cgaSCEKIIVDYvfCzQ-TOCQ&index=5&t=8s

Baggs mule deer migration video

Game & Fish Presents: Gary Fralick

400 miles to cross - The I-80 Barrier

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=nm1pNDwomJM&list=PLJqWFxuSPC1dL2wQo3DtEHVu_CuOH
tsKG&index=2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=QdoRvHj0Sa4&feature=youtu.be

Google Earth Interactive Representation of a Wyoming Deer
Migration

https://earth.google.com/web/data=Mj8KPQo7CiExZVdiVDlUelQ3MlNMc2Zp
MXd6QVhlZFRldjRQMHA0Tk4SFgoUMDY3NTQxMTlEMjEyQzU0RTcxOTQ

University of Wyoming Global Vegetation Project
http://gveg.wyobiodiversity.org/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p6TjdfS9Wh4&list=PLJqWFxuSPC1cgaSCEKIIVDYvfCzQ-TOCQ&index=5&t=8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nm1pNDwomJM&list=PLJqWFxuSPC1dL2wQo3DtEHVu_CuOHtsKG&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdoRvHj0Sa4&feature=youtu.be
https://earth.google.com/web/data=Mj8KPQo7CiExZVdiVDlUelQ3MlNMc2ZpMXd6QVhlZFRldjRQMHA0Tk4SFgoUMDY3NTQxMTlEMjEyQzU0RTcxOTQ
http://gveg.wyobiodiversity.org/


Migration Sensation
Return
Checklist
PLEASE PACKAGE IN BOX AND RETURN

PLEASE KEEP OR DISPOSE

Unused paper or data sheets
Colored Pencils
Tarp
Cones
Jump Rope
Hurdles
Pasta
Balls
Boxes
Stuffed animal
Poker chips
Blindfolds
Rope
Pronghorn Printout
Teacher Guide

Anything broken or damaged beyond repair, or used paper



Begin by asking students to describe Wyoming’s landscape. Depending on

where you are and where your students are, you will get anything from

mountains to prairies to deserts! That’s because Wyoming has got a little bit

of everything!

Time: 30 - 45 minutes

Summary: Students will use art

to portray some of the

challenges that Wyoming’s

migrating ungulates face

throughout their journeys.

MIGRATION BARRIERS
Migration Sensation! Wyoming's Migrating Ungulates

Adapted from Project Wild

Materials

Large Paper

Art Supplies

Introduction:

Have students group up into groups of 2 - 4. Each group will receive a piece

of large paper and some art supplies. Have the students draw a Wyoming

landscape from above. They can include anything natural - no human made

structures (yet!). They can have a diverse landscape or just grass - whatever

they feel is best representative of Wyoming.

Activity:



Once each group is mostly finished with their landscape, collect all the

landscapes and put them on the floor, with the students standing around

them. Organize these landscapes into one giant view of Wyoming from

above! It is ok if it is unrealistic. 

Next, ask students to imagine they are a herd of deer, and it is the winter

time. Circle on the overall map where they would like to spend the winter.

Hopefully they will pick somewhere lower in elevation, with plenty of water

and food.

Next, ask them where they would like to spend the hot summer! Guide them

to picking somewhere higher in elevation. Circle this area on the map. Have

students plan a route that would connect their summer and winter ranges,

and identify some good stopover areas.

Next, have students think about their lives as humans. Have them draw

houses/neighborhoods, roads, farms, highways, parks, and more human

made  structures on their map, ignoring the deer migration route. Don’t let

them go too overboard, as much of Wyoming is still fairly untouched.

Activity:

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Ask students how they chose their spots for winter and summer deer

habitat? How did they choose the areas for humans? A lot of what we look

for and what animals look for is the same, which can lead to human-animal

conflict. How did the migration route become impacted by your human

structures? What can we do to help preserve migration patterns for future

generations of mule deer, elk, pronghorn, and bighorn sheep?



Many ungulates (which are hooved animals including deer, elk, and

pronghorn) migrate from one habitat to another seasonally. One example

here in Wyoming is the Mule Deer. The longest known mule deer migration in

the United States happens in Western Wyoming. These mule deer spend their

summers in the Hoback Basin between Pinedale and Jackson, and then travel

down to the Red Desert near Rock Springs for the winter. In their high

elevation summer habitat, the deer are able to find plenty of lush green

plant material to eat and create a good amount of fat reserves to survive

the harsh Wyoming winter. They travel down to the low elevation winter

habitat where there is significantly less snow accumulated on the ground.

Deer face a lot of limiting factors during their annual migrations.

A limiting factor is something that reduces a population. Ask students for

examples of what limiting factors mule deer may face on their journey from

summer habitat to winter habitat and back?

Time: 30-60 minutes

Summary: Students will model the

challenges that mule deer face in

their migration across Wyoming in this

active and fun game!

MULE DEER MIGRATION
OBSTACLE COURSE

Migration Sensation! Wyoming's Migrating Ungulates
Adapted from Project Aquatic Wild

Materials
20 ft rope

Cones

Box of pasta to act as food tokens

Tarp to act as a riiver to jump over

1-2 balls for the predators to toss 

2 boxes

4 hurdles

Introduction:



Some examples of limited factors might be:

- Crossing roads (getting hit by cars)

- Predators (mountain lions, wolves, coyotes)

- Disease

- Harsh winter conditions 

- Competition for food / availability of food 

- Fences to jump

- Rivers to cross

- And many more!

Game Set Up:

An example of

how to set up

the activity.

Feel free to get

creative in the

set up and use

whatever space

you have

available!



Activity:

Explain to students that they will get to take a turn now at surviving what

mule deer do throughout a yearly migration. Review the following limiting

factors while pointing them out on the obstacle course and explaining how

students should go about the course. 

Highway crossing = jump rope being rotated towards the starting line.

Students must run through the rope (not jump over) without getting hit by

the rope. If they get hit, they must return to the end of the line waiting at

the start.

Predators (Mountain lions in this scenario) =If students make it through the

road crossing, they then must run past the mountain lions. The lions will

throw a soft (inflatable or foam) ball at the deer to “eat” them. To

encourage safety, it often helps to announce that head-shots don’t count,

so lions should aim for the shoulders and below. If a deer gets hit by the

lion’s ball, they must return to the end of the starting line. 

Competition for Food = Once students/deer pass the mountain lions

without being predated upon (hit by a ball), they enter the wintering

habitat down in the Red Desert. Here, they must survive a harsh winter

before they continue on their springtime travels back north to the summer

habitat.  In order to do this, the students will need to search and find one

“food” token (piece of pasta), pick it up, and then go outside of the

wintering habitat and count to 10 (slowly) before jumping back in and

finding another token. A deer must collect 3 food tokens before surviving

the winter and moving on to migrate back North again.

Disease & harsh winter conditions= Deer face diseases such as Chronic

Wasting Disease (CWD) and Blue-Tongue Virus when traveling and living

together. Other deer can die simply of starvation and exhaustion in

freezing winter conditions. While students are searching for food in the

winter habitat, 1-2 students will be moving around in the habitat

representing disease and harsh conditions, tagging several of the foraging

deer. In order to slow down the disease and winter conditions taggers, they

must only move by keeping 1 foot in a box or hopping with their feet

touching. If a deer gets tagged by a disease or harsh winter conditions

while foraging in the winter habitat, they die and must go back to the end

of the start line.



Reflection & Wrap Up:

Fences = Once mule deer have survived a Wyoming winter and are ready to

migrate back to the lush green grass that their summer habitat holds, they

have to tackle crossing many fences on the way back up. If a student touches

any of the “fences” in jumping over each one, they return to the start. 

River Crossing= Finally, upon returning to their summer habitat in the Hoback

Basin, deer often need to swim across at least one large river. In this obstacle

course, have students jump over a tarp (about 3 ft across) to simulate deer

swimming across the river. Once again, if they touch the tarp, they need to

begin again. 

Before beginning, select a few students to be the jump-rope twisters, the

mountain lion(s), and disease/winter kill. You can add a few more predators

and disease spreaders depending on how many students you have

participating. The first “round” of this course will progress until all of the

tokens have been collected. 

Once that occurs, gather the group for a mini-debrief. Was it tough to get

through these obstacles? Which was the hardest?

How many of you survived to live another year?

You can play multiple rounds, playing with increased disease presence or an

especially harsh winter.

Debrief the entire game by having students share one thing that they learned

with a partner. 

Ask students if this game has given them insight into what challenges

migrating wildlife must face. 

Did students notice any trends in mortality? Where were losses the greatest?

The least? Why do you think this occurs? Do you think this holds true in nature?

Why or why not? 

What would happen if all of the mule deer that began the migration survived

the journey? Would that have a positive or negative impact on the

environment?

What was realistic about this model/obstacle course and what was not? 

Review what a limiting factor is. Ask them to provide some examples. These

might include: availability of food, water, shelter or space; the presence of

predators, disease, weather, and human development on the landscape.  

Clarify that not just mule deer face limiting factors- all wildlife do! 



Animals have physical adaptations, such as big claws or camouflage,

to help them survive in the wild. They also have behavioral adaptations,

which are behaviors that they do to increase their chance of survival.

Mule deer have incredibly large ears (physical adaptation) that allow

them to hear predators and other dangers while on their long

migrations (behavioral adaptation) each year. Have students list as

many physical and behavioral adaptations they can specific to mule

deer or other ungulates.

Time: 15 minutes

Summary: Students will

investigate an adaptation of

mule deer that helps them survive

during their long migrations.

DEER EARS
Migration Sensation! Wyoming's Migrating Ungulates

Materials

a stuffed animal

blindfold

Introduction:



Have students stand in a large circle. Choose one participant to

become the “deer.” They will be blindfolded and stand in the center of

the circle. Place an object or stuffed animal in front of the deer. 

 Introduce the activity by explaining that deer (especially mule deer)

have very large ears, and that is so that they can listen for predators

(clarify that all students know what a predator is). Explain that as a

group, the predators must silently decide on one person that will sneak

towards the deer at a time. The deer, meanwhile, must listen for

approaching predators. Once the deer hears a predator approaching,

they must point distinctly at the direction in which they hear the

predator approaching and shout “stop!”. If the deer correctly identifies

the predator before the predator can grab the object that is in front

of the deer, then they remain in the center, and the predators must

start over in picking someone to sneak up on the deer. If the predator

successfully grabs the object next to the deer, then they become the

new deer.

Activity:

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Think about which area was easier for the deer to hear predators in. 

If you were a deer, where would you like to live? Why? 

If you were a predator, where would you like the deer to be? Why?

How does a deer’s sense of hearing help them during migration? 

What are some challenges that they face during migration and how can

they overcome them?



Start by explaining to students that each year, wildlife biologists count and

classify populations of big game animals either by ground or aerial surveys.

The individual animals observed are counted and also classified as male,

female or juveniles (bucks or bulls, does or cows, fawns or calves). In this

game, students will be counting pronghorn. These classifications help

determine if a population is stable, increasing or decreasing. This

information is used when setting hunting seasons each year. Ask students

why biologists would want to know numbers of males and females and

juveniles instead of just the total number of animals?

Time: 45 minutes

Summary: In this activity, students will

model a technique that scientists use

to conduct surveys, or count, the

number of animals in a population.

This activity is recommended for

students in 5th grade and above.

PRONGHORN AERIAL
TRANSECTS

Migration Sensation! Wyoming's Migrating Ungulates

Materials

300 poker chips in red, white and

blue 

Data sheets (1 sheet per pair of

students)

Calculators

Whiteboards or paper

Introduction:



Before students arrive, spread all of the provided chips on the ground in a

large area, mixing up the colors, putting some in small groups, hiding a

couple under vegetation, etc. (If you use different numbers of chips than

what is provided, make sure there are significantly more female chips than

male or juvenile chips.) 

The bag contains 46 blue = male  147 white = female    101 red = juveniles

Divide the group into pairs and hand out data sheets. One student will be

the observer and the other will be the data recorder.

Explain that they will have only a designated amount of time to ‘fly’ over the

area. This simulates actual time restrictions biologists may have for flight

time based on budget constraints.

They must remain together as a pair and they must move constantly (as in an

aircraft). They cannot stop to count.

The observer will call out the number and color of chips they see while the

recorder writes down the data on the provided sheets.

Activity:

Reflection & Wrap Up:

When the allotted time is up, gather the group together and have each pair

total their numbers by color.

Explain that blue chips are males, white chips are females and red chips are

juveniles and that classification data are normally expressed as a ratio, with

a base comparison of "per 100 does.” Using their numbers, have them

calculate fawn to doe ratios and buck to doe ratios as outlined on their

data sheet.

To calculate the fawn to doe ratio - red chips (juveniles) divided by their

number of white chips (females), then multiply by 100.To calculate the buck

to doe ratio - blue chips (males) divided by their number of white chips

(females), then multiply by 100.

Each group will likely have a different ratio based on what they were able

to successfully count. Record each group’s results on the whiteboard. Then

share with them the actual amount and correct ratios:



Actual Amounts / ratios

White (Does) 147 Red (Fawns) 101 / 69 fawns per 100 does

Blue (Bucks) 46 / 31 bucks per 100 does

Total population – 294 Actual ratios of the example chip population are: 101

divided by 147 and then multiplied by 100 = 68.7 (69) fawns per 100 does (69

red per 100 white)46/147*100 =  31.2 (31) bucks per 100 does.

Ask students what challenges biologists might face when conducting real

surveys. (Bad weather, difficult terrain, vegetation that can conceal animals,

animal behavior (ie: moose are solitary and require lots of looking time while

elk tend to be in large groups at certain times of the year and easier to

spot)Ask students what time of year classifications might be done and why

(before males drop antlers, in the winter when snow cover makes the

animals stand out better on the landscape, elk are usually gathered in large

numbers, that spring’s fawn are still small enough in size to distinguish from

adults, etc.)Discuss with students why ratios are important and how they can

signal whether a population is likely stable, increasing or decreasing.

Discuss how habitat conditions, drought, a heavy winter, disease, predation,

hunting pressure, etc. can all impact fawn survival from year to year.

Here is an actual example from Deer Hunt Area 10 in eastern Wyoming.  The

2019 fawn-to-doe ratio in Area 10 was 53 fawns per 100 does. A higher ratio

is needed to maintain or build deer numbers. Under good weather and

habitat conditions, ratios can be much higher, such as in 2014 when the

ratio was 89 fawns per 100 does. A multi-year research project was initiated

in December 2019 to determine why numbers are so low.



Data Sheet

Date:                                                               Time of day:

 

Observer’s name:

Recorder’s name:

Location:

Weather conditions:

Species:

Notes:

 

     BLUE (bucks)                  WHITE (does)                RED (fawns)

 To calculate the fawn to doe ratio, divide the number of red chips

(juveniles) by the number of white chips (females), then multiply by

100. Round it up or down if it has a decimal place. This is your

number of fawns per 100 does.

To calculate the buck to doe ratio, divide the number of blue chips

(males) by the number of white chips (females), then multiply by

100. Round it up or down if it has a decimal place. This is your

number of bucks per 100 does.





Pronghorn (also called antelope) roam over 150 miles in their migration,

dodging humans and our structures, disease, and predators. One adaptation

they have to help against predators is their incredible speed! Ask students

to guess how fast they can run - hint: they are not the fastest in the world,

but the fastest in North America and can sustain high speeds for longer.

Whoever guesses closest to a top speed of 61 mph  (or 89.47 ft/second)

should get the honor of getting to “race a pronghorn” first! Pronghorn can

sustain a pace of 30 mph for around 20 miles! To put that into perspective,

that would be running 2.2mph FASTER than Usain Bolt’s fastest clocked

speed for 20 miles!

Time: 20 minutes

Summary: In this activity, students will

test their speed versus that of a

pronghorn, the fastest land animal in

North America!

SURVIVAL OF THE FASTEST
Migration Sensation! Wyoming's Migrating Ungulates

Materials

Pronghorn Printout

25 ft. of string or rope, or

measuring tape

Stopwatch or phone timer

Introduction:



Depending on your available space (gym or outdoor location), use the

included 25 ft of rope to measure a race track. We recommend 50 - 100 ft,

but whatever space you have is fine!

Individually time students as they run this race track. Give them a chance to

run it again if they needed some time to warm up. Then, compare the

fastest students' time to that of a pronghorn to really show how fast these

creatures are!

Below are the approximate times that it would take a pronghorn to run this

same race at their top speed:

25 ft - 0.294 seconds

50 ft - 0.588 seconds

100 ft - 1.11 seconds

Students can also use the formula, speed = distance / time to figure out

how fast they are.

Activity:

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Ask students to reflect on their experience running “against a pronghorn”.

Did they know that such a fast and incredible animal lived in their home

state? How does being this fast help them in their long migration? What

other adaptations can the students think of that help pronghorn survive their

tough migration?



Ask students to brainstorm some challenges that animals face when they

migrate. Often, students will mention predation, roads, and food scarcity.

Another challenge animals face, and that they will be modeling today, is

coming into contact with animals with disease. 

Students will be playing this game as Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep, who

migrate from higher elevations to lower foothills for the winter. In these

migrations, they sometimes come into contact with domestic sheep

populations. While it might seem like a family reunion to some, it is actually

very dangerous for the bighorns. They can catch respiratory infections that

result in pneumonia, and can even wipe out entire herds. Currently, there is

no vaccine or treatment for pneumonia in bighorn sheep, so the only tool

currently available is keeping the species separate.

Time: 30-45 minutes

Summary: Students will model one of

the greatest challenges for migrating

bighorn sheep - coming into contact

with domestic sheep and catching

their il lnesses!

BIGHORN DISEASE
TRANSMISSION TAG

Migration Sensation! Wyoming's Migrating Ungulates
Adapted from the National Bighorn Sheep Center

Materials

Several Soft Throwables

Outdoor or gymnasium space

Introduction:



Set up boundaries - they can be edges of a gymnasium, a field, or other

landmarks such as trees and sidewalks. One person starts as “it”. They hold

a soft throwable, which represents the bacteria Mycoplasma ovipnemoniae,

a bacteria that causes pneumonia in wild sheep. This person can not run

while holding the ball, but they can throw it at another player or touch it to

another player. Once the ball is thrown, the tagger can run and pick up the

ball to throw it again. When someone else is hit, they get a ball and become

a second tagger. This continues until half of the students have been

“infected” and converted to taggers. 

Regroup the students to discuss how this models disease transmission. This

bacteria is spread through saliva, nasal secretions, and aerosol, it moves

through a wild sheep population very quickly. You may play as many rounds

as you like. You can switch up some variables, such as starting with more

taggers, or only allowing the taggers in certain areas (mimicking keeping

the species separate).

Activity:

Reflection & Wrap Up:

Ask students to reflect on their experiences by sharing how what they did

was realistic to the real world, and unrealistic. 

What can humans do to help prevent this sort of disease transmission? 

How do migration corridors in Wyoming play a role in preventing or

spreading disease in sheep?
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